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Welcome from the Chair 
32nd ARCOM Annual Conference 

General Theme: Construction Work and the Worker?  

The ARCOM Conference heads to the 
heart of Manchester for the first time in 
September 2016. Manchester is a city 
known for its many revolutions. From 
the industrial revolution in the 18th 
century that saw widespread 
mechanisation of industry, to the 
introduction of the first steam passenger 
railway in the world, Manchester is also 
where the recent discovery of graphene is 
set to revolutionise materials with 
potentially sizeable impacts for the 
construction industry. Socially, 
Manchester also played a significant role 
in the cooperative movement, and was 
the birthplace of the British Suffragette 
Movement and the Trade Union 
Congress in Britain. 

In this spirit, the 2016 conference will be 
the first themed conference in ARCOM’s 
history. In this conference, we reflect on 
the many revolutions to ask questions 
about construction work and the worker.  
We ask, for instance, who the 
construction worker is in the context of 
ever-extending, multi-layered, global 
subcontracting, and how the organisation 

of construction work and the workers 
evolving in the normalisation of non-
traditional forms of employment. We also 
question the role of technological and 
social change in shaping construction 
work practices. Finally, we invite 
contributions that tackle rising 
inequalities in construction workplaces. 

A total of 360 abstracts were received in 
January 2016. Following a rigorous 
process of double-blind peer-review, we 
finally accepted 127 papers for 
presentation at what promises to be an 
exciting ARCOM 2016 Conference 
Programme. What is noticeable from the 
papers selected for presentation in this 
year’s conference is the growing maturity 
of the construction management research 
community in their theoretical 
engagement. Furthermore, there appears 
to be greater interest among researchers 
in our community to describe in more 
qualitative terms the richness of practices 
across the construction ‘industry’, and 
shift away from prescribing black-boxed 
principles of managing construction. 
Apart from the paper presentations, there 

“The ‘Brexit’ outcome 
of the referendum and 

developments since 
revealed a number of 

interesting issues 
relevant to the theme 

of the conference.”  

Continue next page... 
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Editor letter…. 
Welcome to this issue of ARCOM Newsletter! 

This issue starts with a welcome piece from the Conference Chair, Dr Paul Chain, giving an overview 
of the conference. It then features a summary of three recent seminar and doctoral workshops, namely 
social enterprise and social value seminar, Zoom-In-Zoom-Out Workshop and ARCOM participation 
in EPOC on Engaged Scholarship. Dr Ani Raiden provides an overview of a recent ARCOM conference 
issue of Construction Management and Economics (Vol. 34, Issue 1). The readers will find a profile of 
an eminent researcher in construction, Professor Peter ED Love. ARCOM membership update, recent 
PhD completions and call for participation in the ARCOM 2017 conclude the issue. Thank you for the 
contributors to this issue. 

I would welcome any comments, and wish to invite your contributions to the newsletter. Please get in 
touch, by sending e-mail to R.Soetanto@lboro.ac.uk. 

Robby Soetanto 
Loughborough University 

are a number of plenary sessions planned for the 
conference. There are two keynote presentations that, 
we hope, set the scene for widening the kinds of 
research questions we ask about construction work 
and the worker. The opening keynote, to be delivered 
by Stefan Gottlieb from the Danish Building Research 
Institute, mobilises Michel Foucault’s ideas about 
governmentality to examine how the logic of 
development is replaced by the logic of deregulation 
that has come to characterise the construction sector 
today, with implications for the identity of the 
construction worker. The second keynote, to be 
delivered by Dylan Tutt from the University of 
Reading, seeks to provoke us to think about the 
continuities and discontinuities between the onsite 
and offsite worlds of construction workers through 
engaging with ethnographic research. Tom Bartley, an 
Engineering Doctorate researcher from the University 
of Bristol will deliver the Langford Lecture, which will 
take place in the People’s History Museum to kick off 
the social networking evening on Monday 5 
September. Tom carries on the theme of the worker to 
question what technological developments in the BIM 
space means for the worker, now and in the future. 

As papers were being finalised for the conference, we 
also saw the momentous conclusion of the EU 
Referendum in Britain. The ‘Brexit’ outcome of the 
referendum and developments since revealed a 
number of interesting issues relevant to the theme of 
the conference. First, the Brexit vote illustrated 
tensions around intensifying globalisation. In a sense, 
construction work lies in the nexus between global 
cooperation on the one hand, and local production 
and community engagement on the other. It is also 
interesting to note that ongoing discussions appear to 
privilege the freedom of movement of capital, goods 

and services (thus, maintaining the status quo of free 
market ideology) over the freedom of the movement 
of people and workers. Second, the vote also appeared 
to be a vote against the establishment, elites and 
expertise. The vote against expertise is (or should be) 
of concern to academic researchers, for this raises 
questions over how we engage with wider society 
with our scholarship. As part of the ARCOM 2016 
Conference, there will be a ‘Radical Questions’ panel 
discussion and interactive session to discuss and 
debate the kinds of questions we ought to be asking 
about as researchers in relation to the construction 
work and the worker in a post-Brexit world. 

Development of capacity in construction management 
lies at the heart of ARCOM’s mission. The annual 
conference is a well-established forum for researchers 
to meet and share their research findings and ideas. It 
is therefore important that authors are given space 
during the conference to develop their papers further 
through dialogue with colleagues. To this end, we are 
also introducing a ‘Meet the Editors’ session so that 
participants have a chance to get first-hand insights 
from journal editors in the field. The ‘Meet the Editors’ 
session will take place on Tuesday 6 September 2016, 
with representations from the ASCE Journal of 
Management in Engineering, Building Research and 
Information, Construction Management and Economics, 
and Structural Survey. 

We look forward to welcoming our delegates to 
Manchester for the ARCOM 2016 Conference. Do 
follow us on Twitter #ARCOM2016. 

Paul W Chan 
Conference Chair, ARCOM 2016  

Continued—Welcome... 
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Social Enterprise and Social Value Seminar 
Nottingham Trent University 

In March 2016, ARCOM held a Social Enterprise and 

Social Value seminar at Nottingham Trent University 
(NTU). A small group of invited participants 
represented the major players in this space, including 
private and public sector contractors and clients, 
social enterprises, researchers and academics. The 
aim of the day was to draw together some of the 
leading minds in social enterprise and Social Value in 
the built environment to better define the field of 
enquiry, share experiences and consolidate existing 
efforts. Some specific questions that guided the 
discussion during the day included: 

 In what ways are we developing and supporting 
social enterprise and Social Value and for who? 

 How and when are we evidencing Social Value? 
How are we measuring Social Value and what’s 
effective? 

 What are the key challenges in the field? 

 Who are doing things well and what can we learn 
from their experiences? What can we do together to 
consolidate efforts and drive improvements? 

 What does the future look like? 

These questions arise from an increasing acceptance 
of the need to ensure construction projects provide 
Social Value, rather than simply economic value. In a 
housing context, Social Value can mean looking 
beyond traditional norms of value, such as cost to 
complete, in addition to generic satisfaction criteria 
like space and the quality of the finished housing 
product, to instead include factors such as the impact 
new developments have on local communities, jobs, 
training and self-esteem. The UK government 
introduced the Public Services (Social Value) Act in 
early 2012, thereby making it a mandatory 
requirement for all English and Welsh public bodies 
to specifically consider improving economic, 
environmental and social wellbeing through the 
services they procure. Moreover, some organisations 
working outside of legislative control are looking to 
develop their social impact. Groups such as the 
Chartered Association of Building Engineers have 
pushed professionals to make sense of social value 
and to include it as a central aspect of their work. The 
growing Social Enterprise sector is one useful 
mechanism by which the construction industry can 
deliver greater social value to the communities in 
which it builds. However, recent research shows that 
the Social Enterprise sector is under-represented and 
poorly understood in construction and that although 

these good intentions are made manifest in public 
services tender documentation, they often lead to 
unexpected poor consequences such as an inability to 
effectively take account of SME tenderers’ ability to 
demonstrate tangible Social Return on Investment. 

Professor Martin Loosemore, from The University of 
New South Wales (UNSW), Sydney, Australia, who 
has just co-authored a very timely and important text, 
Social Enterprise in the Construction Industry: 
Building Better Communities, opened the seminar 
with a keynote.  

Reflecting on developments within labour markets 
internationally, Martin identified a need for action; a 
need to deal with the growing and increasingly 
complex and interconnected social challenges within 
communities. Government revenues and expenditure 
are falling, and so they cannot solve problems alone. 
Need for innovation, partnerships, collaboration and 
collective solutions with the private sector, third sector 
and communities together with legislative imperatives 
are the key driving forces for change. 

Martin highlighted that the construction industry 
presents a unique opportunity for delivering social 
value. It is the world’s biggest employer and largest 
youth employer. Yet, the industry is anticipated to 
grow rapidly, for example in the UK with an 
unprecedented £411bn infrastructure/ construction 
pipeline. Construction work is often the first port-of-
call for disadvantaged groups. The work environment 
is tolerant of disadvantage and in places culturally 
diverse. It is a great local job creator, operating in 
remote and disadvantaged communities as well at the 
heart of busy cities. Skills shortages signal 
opportunities for employment and development. On a 
societal level investments go a long way; buildings 

Continue next page... 
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and infrastructure have a transformative impact on 
society, culture, environment and economy. 

Martin also recognised some of the more significant 
challenges which are likely to hinder the delivery of 
social value in construction. The barriers to entry that 
Social Enterprises face when seeking to engage with 
the construction industry include negative 
perceptions of Social Enterprises, CSR rhetoric, 
resistance to change, existing procurement practices, 
lack of engagement between Social Enterprises and 
construction organisations, high levels of regulation, 
culture within construction industry, and lack of 
partnerships, alliances and support. Internally, Social 
Enterprises were also said to face barriers relating to 
the size and scope of their activities, not having an 
effective strategy, communicating value-add, not 
being construction sector savvy, running a small 
business, resourcing/ finance, and partnerships. 

At the end of his keynote, Martin challenged the 
seminar participants to consider a range of key 
actions: a need to establish a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) between some sympathetic 
clients, contractors, governments, professional 
organisations and agencies; to develop a national 
research and education agenda; to initiate a national 
industry marketing campaign; to develop a strategic 
plan to introduce Social Enterprise into the 
construction sector; and launch a common approach 
to measuring social value. 

Several organisations showcased good practice 
following Martin’s keynote, including Nottingham 
based Anna Mimms from BESTBuild; Leeds based 
Dan Chaplin from Latch; Wakefield based Simon 
Gutteridge from Wakefield District Housing; and Paul 
Senior, Soarbuild, from Sheffield. 

Anna Mimms from BESTBuild reflected on the many 
practical and real challenges of operating a Social 
Enterprise and how the very nature of Social 
Enterprise as a business can offer an advantage, an 

opportunity to deliver value (commercially and 
socially), yet promoting a social value agenda can also 
hinder achievement of contract work. Anna believed 
that there is a need to fight the stereotype of Social 
Enterprise; they need to compete and win against 
other commercial organisations. Social Enterprises 
need to have a creditable product not just Social Value. 
Anna called for a commercial approach to delivering 
Social Value - to commercialise Social Value and use 
construction language and count things which are 
important for the QSs, who measure what has been 
delivered on site. It is difficult to quantify social 
impact and change within individual lives and 
communities. Thus, Anna notes: “the price is 
commercial and the impact is social!” 

Beulah Allaway from Anthony Collins Solicitors 
provided a legal update on the Public Services (Social 
Value) Act 2012 and Public Contract Regulations 2015. 
Barriers to achieving the Public Services (Social Value) 
Act’s full potential were noted to include: lack of 
awareness and take up; and varying understanding of 
how to apply it. The application of the Act may be 
particularly challenging in determining how to define 
Social Value, how and when to include it in 
procurement, applying Social Value in a legal/ 
regulatory framework, and clarifying use at pre-
procurement stage. Policy was noted to sit at the core 
of securing Social Value and Beeulah encouraged the 
seminar participants to be bold – for employers to ask 
for Social Value and for contractors to demonstrate 
how they can deliver Social Value. 

After lunch Simon Gutteridge from Wakefield District 
Housing provided a public sector client’s perspective 
and identified how managing assets can be enhanced 
by delivering Social Value through everything they 
do. Social Value is not just “added value” for 
Wakefield District Housing. Affordable warmth/ fuel 
poverty, financial and digital inclusion, and 
community safety and estate management were three 
of the projects discussed that demonstrated the policy 
and practice of delivering Social Value within 
Wakefield District Housing. 

Paul Senior shared the Soarbuild story which is driven 
by creating training and employment opportunities 
and quality work. Soarbuild focuses on unbundling 
thinking internally; working with their clients and 
supply chain; and engaging with community and 
developing employment initiatives. Two project 
examples from South Wales showed how residential 
works at operational level connected with the vision 
and objectives of Soarbuild at strategic level. Paul also 
demonstrated how Soarbuild measures success of 
employment and community engagement initiatives. 
During group discussion Soarbuild’s approach to 

Continued—Social Enterprise... 

Continue next page... 
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social accounting emerged as best practice. 

Dan Chaplin outlined Latch’s key aspects of social 
value and enterprise - they work with vulnerable 
communities in order to: 

 Develop a quality product of value 

 Allow individuals to benefit from volunteering and 
supporting with on the job skills development and 
training 

 Enhance and improve the area 

 Provide a positive outlook for those disengaged 

 Help the most vulnerable to change their lives 

 Create safe and comfortable environments 

 Benefit all engaged through multiparty collaboration 

 Share success stories 

 Generally move forward with new enterprise and 
ventures 

Latch works on refurbishing properties and providing 
support for those out of work and in socially 
vulnerable situations. Through the social engagement 
and valuing lives through its enterprise it has 
managed to change lives, improve individual 
outlooks and provide an enterprise that is stimulating 
micro economies in areas of need. They refurbish 
empty, rundown houses in Leeds, with much of the 
renovation work being undertaken by unemployed 
volunteers, who gain skills and experience whilst 
working on site. The projects engage the local 
community, develop skills and bring about positive 
change. 

When the properties are refurbished, furnished and 
fully modernised they provide supported housing for 
people who are homeless or in housing need - the 
whole process helps to make a positive change to the 
lives of those engaged. As such, the process is used to 
develop skills whilst at the same time delivering high 
quality refurbished houses for those in need. Latch 
owns and manages over 60 properties and over the 
last year their staff, volunteers and contractors have 
worked on nine rundown empty houses and 
transformed them into comfortable family homes, 
providing housing for twenty people. They recently 
piloted their own Low Energy Homes, offering 
insulation services to homeowners and there was a 
strong response from a small amount of publicity, 
showing that there is a desire for this type of service. 

In terms of identifying a way forward the seminar 
participants prioritised the following agenda items: 

 Define ‘added value’. 

 Define terms clearly and develop consistency in use of 
language re: Social Value, Social Enterprise, Social 
Return on Investment, etc. Identify the sub criterion, 
demystify. 

 Practitioner Guide - capture case studies and showcase 
good practice. 

 Share examples of Social Accounts (good practice) and 
develop a metric to demonstrate why an organisation 
would want to deliver Social Value; a common 
approach to measuring Social Value, a consistent 
standard. 

 Develop our understanding of the skills needed, what 
do businesses actually want, and, what skills are 
relevant and important for developing confident 
communities. 

 Resource bank; a pool of new friends, a website, a 
‘phone-a-friend’ network; a roadmap, to support start-
ups. 

 Education and support for subcontractors on Social 
Value, to help them win work and develop Social 
Value bottom up. 

 Research, empirical data and a clear narrative. 

 Revisit existing research on lowest capital cost v wider 
concepts of overall value. 

 Engage with research and practice (and practice-based 
research) beyond the construction management 
community – transfer of knowledge. 

 Build connections with like-minded organisations such 
as SEUK (http://www.socialenterprise.org.uk/). 

In the longer term, the intention is to create a network 
of researchers, practitioners and other stakeholders to 
show leadership in developing the academic field of 
Social Value and Social Enterprise in the built 
environment. The next meeting we have organised 
will be during the 32nd ARCOM Conference in 
Manchester, 5-7 September 2016. 

We look forward to engaging with researchers in this 
space – please get in touch! 

Ani Raiden, Nottingham Trent University 
Andrew King, Nottingham Trent University 

Chris Gorse, Leeds Beckett University 

Continued—Social Enterprise... 
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Zoom-In-Zoom-Out Workshop 
Anglia Ruskin University, 24th February 2016  

Dr Georgios Kapogiannis led the interactive Zoom-

In Zoom-Out (ZIZO) Workshop which saw Anglia 
Ruskin University welcome PhD candidates from all 
over the UK and from as far afield as Europe. 

Zoom-In Zoom-Out is an approach that helps doctoral 
students become more aware of the holistic nature of 
the PhD journey, actively shifting perspectives from 
the detailed miniature of specific content to the much 
bigger picture of the PhD journey as a whole, includ-
ing the development of employability competencies 
and future career potential.  With the majority of ef-
forts directed towards Zoom-In perspectives, Zoom-
Out can be lacking and doctoral students may not 
have a holistic awareness of the PhD process and how 
best to undertake their journey to enhance opportuni-
ties for their subsequent careers. 

Using his own PhD work as a real-life example, Geor-
gios guided the ZIZO process which saw the candi-
dates take his thesis apart, explore it chapter by chap-
ter and thereby develop their own understandings of 
how the different sections of a PhD emerge, develop 
and relate to each other to form a coherent thesis. 

As one participant commented:  

“I particularly enjoyed the mapping exercise and break-
ing down the components of the research. For me as a 
new PhD student this 'common' sense is not easily 
grasped at the beginning of the PhD journey.” 

By Zooming Out the candidates gained an apprecia-
tion of the PhD journey as a whole, contrasted by 
Zooming In, analysing the details of the chapter con-
tents and raising questions of research approach, 
methodology, process and product.  The use of project 

management techniques to help guide this process 
were explored in a session led by Dr Christian Hen-
jewele, in which the candidates were able to consider 
their PhD journey as a project in itself, with tasks and 
milestones that linked well to both the research pro-
cess and future employability. 

Throughout the day, candidates were encouraged to 
discuss and reflect on what the ZIZO process was illu-
minating within their own PhD work, and for those 
nearing the end of the PhD journey it offered a good 
chance for reflection and ideas going forwards. 

As one participant commented: 

“It was very informative and inspiring!”  

Fred Sherratt 
Anglia Ruskin University  

Professor Keith Jones gives a welcome address 

Participants of the workshop Dr Georgios Kapogiannis and participants of the workshop 
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Following a fruitful exchange between ARCOM 
and the Engineering Project Organization Society 
(EPOS) on Novel Research Methods in Edinburgh 
in 2015, we met again in Cle Elum, State of 
Washington for the EPOC Conference at the end of 
June 2016. Building on discussions on novel 
methods, ARCOM’s Chris Harty, Andy Dainty and 
Paul Chan joined a closing panel discussion on 
Engaged Scholarship. ‘Engaged Scholarship’ is a 
term coined by Professor Andrew Van de Ven with 
an aim to get management researchers to think 
more deeply about their engagement with practice 
and practitioners. In times of economic austerity, 
there is a growing need for governments across the 
world to demonstrate the impacts of research.  
Moreover, there is a trend at least in the field of 
construction management research to move away 
from ‘blue-sky’ to ‘blue-chip’ research, often 
through university-industry collaborations. 

Six presentations helped frame the methods 
plenary at EPOC 2016; the first three were 
discussion papers on the value of engaged 
scholarship, while the latter three focussed on 
practical experiences of doing engaged scholarship. 
Chris Harty (University of Reading) and Andy 
Dainty (Loughborough University) kicked off with 
a provocation to get us to open up our sociological 
imagination. They argued that researchers need to 
go beyond meeting the business need to consider 
broader societal impacts, as they drew on their 
critique of BIM. Efrosyni Konstantinou (UCL) 

questioned the role of theoretical education in the 
development of professional project managers, as 
she argued for the need for students to become 
embedded in industry practice. Paul Chan (The 
University of Manchester) reflected on a recent 
industry-sponsored PhD project aimed at studying 
transitional pathways associated with business 
model change to consider research as a process of 
social interaction. Consequently, there is a need to 
be contingent in deciding what the impacts of 
research look like as these become co-created, often 
through informal and unintended ways in dialogue 
with practitioners. 

Sittimont Kanjanabootra (University of Newcastle, 
Australia) opened up the second half of the 
methods plenary with a reflection of design science 
in action. He recounted his involvement in 
engaging with industry practice on developing a 
knowledge management system, as he argued for 
the need to invite practitioners to become co-
researchers in the field. Aaron Opdyke (University 
of Colorado Boulder) shared his experiences of 
engaging with the local community in a hurricane-
struck area in the Philippines to illustrate the 
triumphs and tribulations of community 
engagement strategies.  Finally, Ashwin 
Mahalingam (IIT, Madras) presented ongoing 
urban redevelopment work through a design 
science lens to show how researchers can make an 
impact in society. 

Paul W Chan 
The University of Manchester 

When ARCOM meets EPOC on Engaged Scholarship 
28—30 June 2016   

“….there is a trend at least in the field of 
construction management research to move 
away from ‘blue-sky’ to ‘blue-chip’ research, 

often through university-industry 
collaborations.” 

Professor Chris Harty 
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Construction Management and Economics 
ARCOM Conference Issue (Vol. 34, Issue 1)    

The most recent ARCOM Conference Issue in 

Construction Management and Economics (CM&E) was 
published in May 2016. In the Issue, we mark some of the 
highlights from the 31st annual ARCOM conference held 
in Lincoln, 7-9 September 2015, showcasing research on 
organizational and technological change, value capture, 
organizational learning and sustainability.  

Robinson, Chan and Lau draw on a case of organizational 
and technological change. Specifically, they examine how 
ConstructCo was making the transition in practice 
towards business model innovation of providing more 
service-oriented offerings. The key contribution of their 
paper lies in illuminating the central role played by 
technological agency within these transitional practices. 
Robinson, Chan and Lau emphasize that organizational 
change is not simply the result of new technologies/ 
technological development or human actors creating 
social meaning at work. Rather, change happens as a 
result of the interplay between emergent technological 
features and the ongoing creation and recreation of 
meaning.  

Bos-de Vos, Wamelink and Volker examine how 
architectural firms capture value. Many scholars do not 
distinguish between value creation and value capture. Bos
-de Vos, Wamelink and Volker use ideas from strategic 
management and organization studies to clarify this 
distinction. They argue that professional work value 
adds value in both the creation and capture of value 
for professional service firms. Data from nine sets of 
project-based interviews with Dutch architects and their 
clients provides insights into what architectural firms 
aimed to capture and how they did so. Firms create a 
healthy balance between different value dimensions in 
their service offers. Yet, they are often unable to maintain 
this balance during service delivery. They try to safeguard 
or maximize the capture of professional value. 
Architectural firms are trading profit and customer use 
value for professional value.  

Hopkin, Lu, Rogers and Sexton explore organizational 
learning in UK housing associations in the pursuit of a 
better understanding of how to learn from past defects. 
The key findings highlight that housing associations 
typically seek to design out defects by focusing on 
production and system adaptations as the primary 
approach. Despite its success within their current learning 
systems, the authors argue that the housing associations 
are restricting themselves to a short-term defect reduction 
solution, which, in time, may restrict their ability to reduce 
defects in the future. There is a need for housing 
associations to construct suitable learning systems that 
both continue to reduce defects through product and 
system improvements and, at the same time, acknowledge 
that onsite workmanship is a contributing factor to the 
reduction of defects.  

Gottsche, Kelly and Taggart suggest that the 
implementation of energy management initiatives during 
the construction phase can reduce cost and minimize 
environmental impacts associated with on-site activities. 
Action research was employed to evaluate ten energy 
reduction measures in terms of cost savings, energy 
savings and reduction in CO2 emissions during the 
construction of four educational buildings in collaboration 
with a single large-scale main building contractor in the 
West of Ireland. The results identified energy cost savings 
of €20k over the 12-month period representing an 18% 
saving on the total energy use expenditure during the 
construction phase and an associated reduction in CO2 
emissions of 97 tonnes. This suggests that implementing 
repeatable quick-win energy reduction strategies on site 
provides an opportunity for the main contractor to 
significantly reduce energy expenditure, which can 
translate into a substantial increase in profit margins. 

Murtagh, Roberts and Hinds map different levels of 
relevance regarding environmentally sustainable 
construction in order to position their study on the 
individual decision-maker. They argue that existing 
research on sustainability is heavily weighted towards the 
technological, economic and institutional and thus ignores 
the individual. They conducted interviews with 28 
architectural designers in the London area and their 
interest was in the motivations of individual professionals. 
They found that the architects’ motivations were 
overwhelmingly intrinsic. Some participants’ involvement 
in sustainable design stemmed from personal commitment 
and a sense of moral responsibility. Interestingly, the more 
general motivations that the participants brought to their 
day-to-day work aligned with sustainability principles.  

This is the third in a line of very successful CM&E 
ARCOM Conference Issues, but it is the last formal CM&E 
ARCOM Conference Issue as such. The Editorial to the 
Issue in CM&E explains why (please see http://
www.tandfonline.com/toc/rcme20/34/1) but in short, we 
have decided that it would be better to move to a situation 
where we simply invite authors to submit papers to 
regular issues of CM&E.  
We, the ARCOM committee and the CM&E editorial team, 
look forward to developing our collaboration in the future 
and we will continue to invite authors of ARCOM 
conference papers to rework their papers for publication 
in CM&E, but with regular CM&E issues in mind rather 
than the kind of Conference Issues we have published 
since 2014. Instead, we will simply observe the usual 
practice of inserting in the acknowledgements of each 
paper the fact that the paper was developed from an 
ARCOM conference paper.  

Ani Raiden 
ARCOM Chair 
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Profile: Professor Peter ED Love 

Professor Peter Love is one of the most published and 
cited researchers in the fields of civil engineering, 
construction engineering and management. Currently 
a John Curtin Distinguished Professor in the 
Department of Civil Engineering at Curtin University, 
Australia, Peter has over 15,000 citations and a current 
h-index of 71 on Google Scholar (as at 1st August 2016). 
Elsevier, for example, have recently identified Peter as 
one of the world’s most cited academics in the field of 
civil engineering. He has published 6 books, over 600 
peer-reviewed research papers in the fields of 
construction engineering and management, project 
management and information systems. A Fellow of the 
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors and a 
Chartered Building Professional, Peter gained a M.Sc. 
in Construction Project Management from the 
University of Bath (1994), and a Ph.D. in Operations 
Management from Monash University (2001). In 2013, 
he was awarded a Higher Doctorate of Science (Sc.D.) 
by Curtin University in recognition of his sustained 
and substantial contribution to field of civil and 
construction engineering. 

With a multi-disciplinary background, Peter has 
varied research interests, including safety and 
reliability engineering, construction project 
management, risk management, infrastructure 
engineering, operations management as well as 
building and systems information modelling.  

He has been a recipient of more than $5 million from 
the Australian Research Council’s (ARC) Discovery 
and Linkage Schemes, in addition to grants from the 
UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council (EPSRC) and the Hong Kong Research Grants 
Council (RGC). In 2015, Peter was appointed as a High 
End Visiting Foreign Expert by the Chinese 
Government to conduct joint research with staff in the 
Department of Civil Engineering and Mechanics at 
Huazhong University of Science and Technology in 
Wuhan. He has also been recently appointed as an 
Honorary Professor at Brunel University in 2016 for his 
significant and sustained contributions to the fields of 
Operations Management and Information Systems. 

A distinctive attribute of Peter’s research portfolio is 
his close collaboration with industry partners such as 
Chevron, Woodside, Brookfield Multiplex Pty Ltd, 
John Holland Pty Ltd, Broad Construction, GHD, 
Barwon Water, I&E Systems, Aquenta Consulting, 
PriceWatersCoopers, and PDC Engineering Evolved. 
More recently, Peter has been collaborating with 

Continue next page... 

“As an ex-international and profes-
sional athlete, I am very goal-

orientated, understand the need to 
work collaboratively and thrive on a 

challenge. I enjoy the ‘practice’ of 
research and working with, learning 
from, and sharing experiences with 

my colleagues and students;…” 
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Forensic Experts from the Brazilian Federal Police as 
part of their ‘Operation Carwash’ initiative 
investigating overpricing and collusive practices 
associated with the Petrobras corruption scandal. 

His leadership in research and active engagement with 
the construction and resources industry was 
acknowledged in 2010 when he was awarded the 
inaugural Scopus Young Australian Researcher of the 
Year Award and later in 2012 was a nominee for 
Australian of the Year. He was also a member of the 
inaugural Excellence in Australian Research Exercise 
(Engineering and Environmental Science) Panel for 
2010/11. 

Peter is currently the Department Editor for People 
and Organization for IEEE Transactions on 
Engineering Management, a world-renowned and 
well-established international journal. In addition, he 
regularly reviews research proposals submitted to the 
ARC, EPSRC, RGC, South African National Research 
Foundation, Georgian Institute of Science and 
National Science Foundation in the USA. He also acts 
as a Visiting Professor to Universities in China, South 
Africa, South Korea, Spain and the UK. 

ARCOM Committee Member, Dominic Ahiaga-
Dagbui, met-up with Peter Love for a Q&A session. 
Highlights of this conversation are below: 

 What do you enjoy most about being an academic 
researcher?  

I enjoy the freedom of inquiry and being able to learn 
something new everyday from my friends, colleagues 
and students. But more importantly, I am a dedicated 
Research Professor, who enjoys having the autonomy 
to decide what I do, when, where and who I work 
with! 

 What frustrates you most about being an academic 
researcher?  

The length of time it takes for articles to be reviewed 
and, if accepted, to be published. As Victor Meldrew 
would say “I don’t believe it”. We need Editors to 
work closer with their publishers to put in place 
mechanisms to expedite this process.  

 You are obviously one of the most prolific 
researchers in the field at the moment. Where do 
you get your drive and motivation from?  

I have been fortunate to have the opportunity to work 
with and learn from many outstanding and highly 
cited academics from a number of disciplines outside 
CM such as Professor Angappa Gunasekaran 
(University of Massachusetts), Professor Zahir Irani 
(Brunel University), Professor Jay Liebowitz 
(University of Maryland), and Professor Cengiz 
Kahraman (iTü).  

As an ex-international and professional athlete, I am 
very goal-orientated, understand the need to work 
collaboratively and thrive on a challenge. I enjoy the 
‘practice’ of research and working with, learning from, 
and sharing experiences with my colleagues and 
students; I don’t do research out of need. My drive 
comes from ‘wanting’ to learn and tackle real-world 
problems. We may not solve them, but it’s the trying 
that makes the research process enjoyable and 
sometimes, even rewarding. 

 Who was your mentor and how has this person 
shaped/influenced your own research?   

Professor Jim Smith (Bond University) has been a 
great influence on my career and I can’t thank him 
enough for what he has done for me. He has always 
been supportive, willing to listen to my ideas and 
provide constructive feedback. Moreover, Jim taught 
me to question and not necessarily believe everything 
that is written in journals.  

Professor Jim Smith is an iconoclast and a pragmatist 
who has always encouraged me to think about what 
the research means and how it can be of benefit to 
‘practice’. Junior researchers should not think that I 
am espousing that there is no relevance for developing 
theory in Construction Management (CM), quite the 
contrary. However, we are an applied discipline and 
more often than not, we rely upon theories from 
others to understand and explain phenomena we 
encounter.   

Professor David Edwards, who I have worked with 
since we were in our ‘research nappies’ (i.e., PhD 
students), has always kept me grounded – he’s been 
an absolute inspiration. The work we have jointly 
undertaken has always resulted in him asking 
questions such as ‘so what?’, ‘what’s the relevance to 
industry?’ and ‘how can we implement this work?’ 
With this persistent line of questioning, I have, on 
many occasions, been unable to provide David with 
the answers he desires – he’s a very insistent fellow, 
but I always try address his concerns. It’s this 
questioning mindset and David’s understanding and 
enthusiasm to make our research pertinent to 
‘practice’ that has consistently led us to reflect and 
subsequently learn. Consequently, this has enabled 
many of our ideas become applicable to the real world 
within which construction operates.  

Our recently published research in Accident Analysis 
and Prevention  entitled ‘A Case Study of Machinery 
Maintenance Protocols and Procedures within the UK 
Utilities Sector’ for example, has already been used by 
several UK utility contractors who have begun to 
reshape and restructure their training and supervisory 
arrangements for operators and supervisors. 

Continued—Profile... 

Continue next page... 
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Moreover, some companies now integrate  
independent audit and inspection of the works as part 
and parcel of daily operations to ensure conformance 
with maintenance standards set, whilst others have 
gone further to restructure their business so that 
operations and health and safety work as a single 
team rather than two separate and competing entities. 
The Director from Morrison Utility Services (MUS), 
for example, has made the following comment about 
the research Professor David Edwards and I have 
undertaken: 

 

“The research enabled MUS to identify where policies 
and procedures were not being implemented in the 
workforce. It also allowed us to redesign and restructure 
what we do (in terms of maintenance management, 
training and supervision) and consequently work better 
to preserve health and safety within the business. We see 
great value in this applied research and continue to be a 
strong supporter of it.”  

 

 How important is it to help develop and nurture 
young researchers in the field? How do you do 
this yourself?  

It’s difficult these days for young researchers to build 
their research profiles. So it is essential that young/
early career researchers (ECR) are provided with the 
time and resources to establish themselves in their 
respective research areas. More often than not, 
however, they are inundated with several teaching 
several units/modules with large classes and as a 
result are unable to undertake meaningful research. 
ECRs are the future of the CM field.  

I don’t have a secret recipe, but I do spend a lot time 
with ECRs trying to build their confidence as well as 
jointly work with them to craft their projects and 

research papers. I do, however, encourage them to 
work with others outside the field of CM so they can 
broaden their research skills and knowledge. The 
bottom line is that I simply encourage young 
researchers to persevere and work hard with both 
their teaching and research activities. 

 What do you think is/are the most important keys 
to being a productive researcher the ‘publish and 
perish’ environment we find ourselves?  

I could write an essay on this topic, but I would 
simply recommend to try and write 500 words per 
day, and don’t be afraid to put your thoughts and 
ideas down on paper. The more you write the easier it 
becomes. When you have drafted your paper, then 
identify the journal and amend to its style. Don’t 
automatically think CM journals are the most 
appropriate outlet for your work. Challenge yourself 
and step outside the CM community and see what 
others think of your ideas/findings. Take the leap and 
challenge yourself and don’t be afraid of rejection and 
learn from the reviewers’ comments, if you can. I am 
pretty sure that almost all researchers in CM have 
experienced their papers being rejected. So you need 
to have a rubber backside to succeed in academia; you 
may get knocked down, but then you need to be able 
to bounce back up again. I’ve just got a paper rejected 
today after a second review; the Editor thought the 
paper was still too long! So it happens to us all.  

 Finally, what are your thoughts on the possible 
future directions of construction management 
research field?  

My colleagues, Professor David Edwards, Professor 
Jim Smith and I are writing a paper about this topic at 
the moment, so watch this space!  
 

Dominic Ahiaga-Dagbui 
Robert Gordon University 

Continued—Profile... 

Sustainability and BIM, 21st October 2016 @Dublin Institute of Technology, Dublin, 
Ireland. Convenors: Professor Lloyd Scott (lloyd.scott@dit.ie). Submission of final 
papers: 16th September 2016.  

Doctoral Workshops…….. 

Building Asset Management, 20th January 2017 @Glasgow Caledonian University, 
Glasgow, UK. Convenors: Dr Craig Thomson (Craig.Thomson@gcu.ac.uk). 
Submission of abstracts: 23rd September 2016.  
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ARCOM Membership 2016 
Membership Secretary Dr Shu-Ling Lu provides an update: 

ARCOM  has 493 individual members and 17 institutional members!  
The number of individual members and institutional members remains very 
healthy.  Figure 1 shows that the number of individual members increased 
significantly from 88 in 2010 to 493 this year.  Similarly, Figure 2 shows that the 
number of institutional members has increased from 14 in 2011 to 17 this year. 

The geographic breakdown of the individual membership from 2012 to 2016 is shown in Figure 3.    

 In 2016, 89% of the members originate from the Europe (42%), Sub-Saharan Africa (24%) and Asia Pacific 
(23%).  

 There is a 5% increase in Europe in 2016 compared to 2015 level (42% in 2016 compared to 37% in 2015). 

 There is a slight decrease of Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia Pacific regions in 2016 compared to 2015 level: Sub-
Saharan Africa (24% in 2016 compared to 29% in 2015), Asia Pacific (23% in 2016 compared to 26% in 2015). 

 In Europe the majority of the members come from the UK (75%), followed by Ireland (8%) in 2016. UK: 74% in 
2015, 73% in 2014, 71% in 2013 and 76% in 2012. Ireland: 10% from 2012 to 2015. 

 In Sub-Saharan Africa region, the majority of the members originate from Nigeria (66%), followed by Ghana 
(20%) in 2016. Nigeria: 65% in 2015, 65% in 2014, 63% in 2013 and 62% in 2012. Ghana: 15% in 2015, 23% in 2013 
and 16% in 2012. 

 In the Asia Pacific region the membership is more equally distributed between five countries: India (19%), 
Malaysia (17%), China (16%), Australia (15%) and Sir Lanka (10%) in 2016. India: 23% in 2015, 28% in 2014, 
26% in 2013 and 23% in 2012. Malaysia: 19% from 2013 to 2015, and 14% in 2012. Sir Lanka: 13% in 2015, 14% in 
2014, 13% in 2013 and 19% in 2012. China: 11% in 2015, 5% in 2014; 9% in 2013 and 7% in 2012. Australia: 8% in 
2015, 9% in 2014, 9% in 2013 and 12% in 2012. 

ARCOM currently has 17 institutional members: 

 15 institutions from the UK - Birmingham City 
University, Glasgow Caledonian University, Leeds 
Beckett University, Liverpool John Moores University, 
Loughborough University, Northumbria University, 
University of Brighton, University of Manchester, 
University of Reading, University of Salford, 
University of Wolverhampton, University of the West 
of England, University of Central Lancashire, London 
South Bank University and the University of 
Huddersfield.  

 2 institutions from Sweden - Chalmers University of 
Technology and Luleå University of Technology. 

Figure 1  Number of individual members between 2010 and 2016 Figure 2  Number of institutional members between 2011 and 2016 

Fig. 3  Geographic breakdown of the individual membership (2012 to 2016) 
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Samantha Organ completed her PhD on “Owner occupier motivations for energy 

efficiency refurbishment” at the University of West of England.  

The thesis investigated owner-occupiers’ motivations for energy efficiency refur-
bishment in their homes. Owner-occupier motivations for energy efficiency refur-
bishment are multiple and complex. Using a multiple case study approach based 
in Bristol, the thesis explored the principal motivations to improve home energy 
efficiency. A new model of motivation was produced, identifying four principal 
motivations – environment, economic, social, and waste. Owner-occupiers are typ-
ically motivated by two or more motivation themes at one time. Our values shape 
our principal motivations. 

Motivation is dynamic, changing over time. It is not significantly affected by socio-
demographic characteristics, but higher deprivation neighbourhoods are more 
likely to have higher levels of energy efficiency refurbishment because those par-
ticipants in the study were more likely to have undergone recent key life changes 
such as retirement or a house move. 

The original contribution to knowledge is the introduction of a new model of moti-
vation which could be applied in policy, research and practice.  

Efthimia Pantzartzis is a Research Associate in the School of Civil and Building 
Engineering at Loughborough University. A registered healthcare architect and 
consultant with expertise in acute and specialised hospital refurbishments and reor-
ganisation of services, she worked in the public sector on healthcare projects in Italy 
and on Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and Depart-
ment of Health England (DH) co-funded projects research and enterprise projects, 
as part of the Health and Care Infrastructure Research and Innovation Centre 
(HaCIRIC). 

Since February 2012, Efthimia has been employed on five projects including: opti-
mising healthcare infrastructure value; review of critical infrastructure risk in hos-
pital and mental health trusts in England; monitoring and impact assessment of the 
£50 million Department of Health’s National Dementia Capital Investment Pro-
gramme; production of Health Building Note 08-02: Dementia-friendly health and 
social care environments; and activity-acuity-adaptability-flow emergency depart-
ments. 

Efthimia holds a: Master of Architecture with a thesis on urban fabric/archaeology 
with the title “The structure and type of the courtyard, classification from residen-
tial housing to specialised buildings”; a Master of Science in Planning Buildings for 
Health accredited by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) with the 
thesis “Hospital masterplan: how to develop an appraisal system to measure effi-
ciency in master planning of healthcare facilities”; and a Doctorate of Philosophy 
with the thesis “Roadmap for resilience and sustainability in health and social care 
infrastructures”. 

Her PhD research - supervised by Professor Andrew Price and Doctor Francis 
Edum-Fotwe - developed a roadmap for resilience and sustainability of health and 
social care infrastructures to put in place strategies, processes and action plans to 
bring stability back into the system when changes arise. The proposed framework 
can potential bridge the gaps between strategies for care delivery and infrastructure 
asset management, and it targets decision-makers involved in the design, construc-
tion or operation of health and social care buildings. Her interest in health and so-
cial care infrastructures initiated in industry but expanded into research when she 
was offered the opportunity to investigate the subject and she was exposed to the 
increasing (and continuous) need to provide resilient and sustainable responses to 
changes in demographics, technologies, diseases and models of care.  

Congratulations to Dr Efthimia Pantzartzis and Dr Samantha Organ  
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ARCOM Committee 2015-2016 

Dr Ani Raidén (Chair) 
ani.raiden@ntu.ac.uk 

Dr Paul Chan (Vice-Chair) 
paul.chan@manchester.ac.uk 

Dr Simon Smith (Immediate Past 
Chair) 
simon.smith@ed.ac.uk 

Dr Fred Sherratt (Secretary) 
fred.sherratt@anglia.ac.uk 

Dr Apollo Tutesigensi (Treasurer) 
A.Tutesigensi@leeds.ac.uk 

Dr Shu-Ling Lu (Membership 
Secretary) 

s.lu@reading.ac.uk  
Dr Robby Soetanto (Newsletter 

Editor) 
R.Soetanto@lboro.ac.uk 

Dr Chika Udeaja (Workshop 
Convenor) 
C.E.Udeaja@salford.ac.uk  

Dr Colin Booth (Director of 
International Liaison) 
Colin.Booth@uwe.ac.uk 

Prof Chris Gorse (CIOB Liaison 
Officer) 

c.gorse@leedsmet.ac.uk 
Dr Dominic Ahiaga-Dagbui 

d.d.ahiaga-dagbui@rgu.ac.uk 
Prof David Boyd 

david.boyd@bcu.ac.uk 
Dr Steve Donohoe 

S.Donohoe@plymouth.ac.uk 
Dr Scott Fernie 

S.Fernie@lboro.ac.uk 
Prof Chris Harty 

c.f.harty@reading.ac.uk 
Dr Patrick Manu 

Patrick.Manu@uwe.ac.uk 
Ms Chrissi McCarthy 

chrissi@constructingequality.co.uk 
Dr Alex Opoku 

opokua@lsbu.ac.uk  
Prof Lloyd Scott 

lloyd.scott@dit.ie  
Dr Craig Thomson  

Craig.Thomson@gcu.ac.uk 
Dr Niraj Thurairajah 

niraj.thurairajah@bcu.ac.uk 
 

ARCOM returns to Cambridge from Monday 4 – Wednesday 6 
September 2017, a city with a reputation for discovery and innova-
tion.  The conference will be hosted on the grounds of Fitzwilliam 
College, renowned for several award-winning buildings including 
the auditorium where the plenary sessions will take place.  The au-
ditorium won the RIBA Awards, the Concrete Society Award and 
the Brick Development Association Award for Building of the Year 
in 2005.  Fitzwilliam College is also notable for being one of the ear-
liest educational buildings that British architect Sir Denys Lasdun 
designed.  Inspired by Le Corbusier, Sir Denys Lasdun is well-
known for his contribution to brutalist architecture in Britain, most 
remembered for his design of the National Theatre on London’s 
South Bank. 

Although founded in 1869, Fitzwilliam House as it was known re-
ceived its Royal Charter in 1966 when it became Fitzwilliam Col-
lege.  In fashioning a modernist style for the College’s Hall and 
Central Building, Lasdun had intended to create in this building a 
more democratic and egalitarian collegiate ideal.  As the world is 
seeing a resurgence of interest in the radical designs of brutalism, it 
is also seeing a return to the (re-)construction of the ideals of de-
mocracy, egalitarianism and fairness in society.  Thus, the central 
theme for ARCOM 2017 is framed, that is, to facilitate conversa-
tions about Brutally Innovative Construction. 

Several thematic tracks have been proposed by members of the 
ARCOM community; these will be made available on 
www.arcom.ac.uk shortly.  We welcome paper contributions that 
address these thematic tracks, along with the following guiding 
questions: 

 Brutalism is paradoxical.  On the one hand, brutalism symbol-
ises hope and ambition for a better future.  On the other hand, 

ARCOM 2017 
Brutally Innovative Construction     

Continue next page. 
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ARCOM 2017: Brutally Innovative Construction     

it is also uncompromising and unyielding in its beastly manifestations.  As the construction indus-
try moves towards the digital age with such developments as building information modelling 
(BIM), Big Data and the Internet of Things, what lessons can be drawn from the brutalist move-
ment?  Who are the winners and losers in forging ahead with brutal innovations in construction? 

 The construction industry has often been criticised for its poor performance in innovation.  Yet, 
there is recognition that such criticisms brutally ignore pockets of innovative practices in construc-
tion that are often hidden from official measures.  What can the academic research community do 
to capture the realities of innovation practices in the sector, visible and less visible? 

 Few can deny that innovators set out with good intentions.  At the same time, there is recognition 
that innovation can also bring about unintended consequences.  What are the intended and unin-
tended consequences – both positive and negative – of brutal innovations in construction?  How 
can researchers regard the intended and the unintended consequences of innovation in construc-
tion?  What novel methods can be used to study the intended and unintended consequences of in-
novation in construction? 

 There are a number of currents that have gained popularity in the field of innovation studies, in-
cluding inter alia Clayton Christensen’s disruptive innovation and Henry Chesbrough’s open inno-
vation.  Are these fads or phenomena?  What theories of innovation can (should) translate, apply 
to, disrupt and endure in construction with brute force? 

 There is an overwhelming managerial discourse that permeates across innovation studies in con-
struction.  What other narratives might there be to bring out the full extent of brutally innovative 
construction? 

Please contact conference@arcom.ac.uk if you have any questions about the ARCOM 2017 Conference. 

Key dates 
Submission of abstracts: 2359hrs GMT Friday 13 January 2017 

Notification of acceptance of abstracts by Monday 20 February 2017 

Submission of first draft of paper: 2359hrs GMT Friday 7 April 2017 

Refereeing decision by Friday 19 May 2017 

Submission of final paper: 2359hrs GMT Friday 30 June 2017  

Continued from  overleaf 


